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The Baer Group, LLC Announces New SAP Security Consulting Practice and Practice Director 

 
The Baer Group will deliver to the market expertise and services for the full line of SAP’s security-based 

technologies including IAM, IDM, SSO and GRC 
 
Atlanta, Georgia.  February 16, 2015 – The Baer Group (TBG), an award-winning SAP staffing and 
consulting firm, is pleased to announce the formation of a newly-developed consulting practice to 
address the concerns regarding the security of SAP Enterprise Solutions. TBG will offer Staff 
Enablement and Staff Augmentation services for the full line of SAP’s security-based technologies 
including Basis/Role-based security, IAM, IDM, SSO and GRC. 
 
Increasingly, TBG’s customer and partner concerns are focused on protecting their data and their 
customer’s data, controlling system access and eliminating data breaches.  Thus, TBG has decided to 
make a strategic investment to deliver these critical capabilities.  
 
At the same time, TBG is pleased to announce that Mr. Marshall Goodson, formerly IAM Security 
Technical Advisor with SAP, has joined the TBG team as Practice Director, SAP Security, IAM and 
GRC.  Marshall will assume leadership of TBG’s SAP Security consulting teams and staffing services 
that will provide support to its strategic partners and clients. Goodson brings more than 25 years of 
experience consulting with large and complex organizations across various industries and sectors, 
including food and beverage, communications, government, manufacturing and energy. 
 
“Marshall brings vital security assets to The Baer Group with his in-depth knowledge of Identity 
Management and the SAP suite of security offerings,” stated James Boler, Executive Vice President and 
Partner of The Baer Group. “We now have the experience and resources needed to launch our SAP 
Security consulting practice.”  
 
About The Baer Group 
The Baer Group, LLC is an award-winning, SAP America Preferred Services Partner headquartered in 
Atlanta, Georgia. Founded in 1997, The Baer Group provides SAP staffing and consulting services in all 
26 SAP strategic industries with emphasis on consumer packaged goods, life sciences, wholesale 
distribution and process companies. With over 150 consultants in the field at any given time, The Baer 
Group is committed to quickly finding SAP resources with the exact skill set required for success. For 
more information, go to www.baergroup.com or contact Jim Boler at 678-524-8353. 
 


